ENDPOINT PROTECTION
Uncover the 1% of Threats You’ve Been Missing
Nearly all endpoint security solutions on the market claim to block 99% of malware.
But what about the 1% of threats they miss?

WHY ENDPOINT PROTECTION
The threats in that 1% will wreak havoc on your
network. If you rely solely on traditional point-intime technologies, such as antivirus, those threats
can go undetected for months.
Endpoint Protection solutions provide
comprehensive protection against the most
advanced attacks. They prevent breaches and
block malware at the point of entry, then rapidly
detect, contain, and remediate advanced threats
that evade front-line defenses and get inside your
network.

NEXT-GENERATION ENDPOINT SECURITY

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Organizations are embracing more mobile, flexible
workforces. Employees are enabled to be productive on
and off the corporate network using a variety of devices,
ranging from laptops to tablets to phones. Networks are
now architected to allow remote access to even the most
sensitive data.

Stop malware. Automatically identify ransomware

Unfortunately, attackers are catching on to these trends.
They’re targeting your employees and the gold mine of
data on their devices with threats designed specifically
to get around traditional endpoint security tools. So how
can your business continue to innovate, embrace a digital
transformation, and mobilize your workforce without
sacrificing security?
Next-generation Endpoint Security is the integration
of prevention, detection, and response capabilities in
a single solution, leveraging the power of cloud-based
analytics.
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and other advanced threats before they reach your
endpoints, using multiple preventative engines. Since
it takes a cloud-based approach to threat intelligence
and file analysis, it’s constantly fed the most up-to-date
information.

Eliminate blind spots. Get a holistic view of your
endpoints, regardless of operating system. Gain deeper
visibility, context, and control of servers and endpoints
running Windows, MacOS, Android, iOS, or Linux.

Discover unknown threats. Endpoint Protection
solutions continuously monitor, analyze, and record all
activity to uncover malicious behavior. Upon detection,
they drastically reduce investigation and remediation
time by providing a complete history of the threat. They
then automatically share that intelligence with all devices
the threat has touched in your network.
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